Examples of citations within the text of your paper

- Human beings have been described as "symbol-using animals" (Burke, 1998, p. 3).
- Burke (1998) posits that human beings are "symbol-using animals" (p. 3).
- According to Smith (1997), human beings have been described as symbol-using animals (Mind over Matter section, para. 6).

Examples of citations in the Reference List

**BOOKS - Basic Format**

Author. (Year). Title. Place: Publisher.

1. Book [one author]


- Capitalize only the first word of the title and any proper nouns
- Italicize the title.

2. Chapter in an edited book


3. Book [corporate editor]


**ARTICLES - Basic Format**

Author. (Date of publication). Article title. Journal Title, volume number (issue number, if given), pages.

4. Magazine article [one author]


5. Scholarly Journal article [one author]


- Italicize journal title and volume number, BUT not the issue number.

6. Scholarly Journal article [two to five authors]

WEB SITE - Basic Format

Author. (Date of Posting or Revision). Title of document. Retrieved from http://Web address

- Change from APA 5 – Retrieval dates are seldom called for

7. Documents on the Internet. [One page on a large web site.]


- When an Internet document comprises multiple pages (i.e., different sections have different URLs), provide a URL that links to the home page for the document.
- No period at the end of a URL.

E-BOOKS, JOURNAL ARTICLES, and ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRIES FROM LIBRARY DATABASES

8. Entry/Article from an encyclopedia in a library database


9. Articles retrieved from a Library database with “doi” (digital object identifier)


- No period at the end of the doi.
- No URL or retrieval date needed if a doi is available.

10. Articles retrieved from a Library database without “doi”


- When no doi is given, cite the name of the database.
- No URL is needed.

11. E-books retrieved from a Library database


12. ERIC Document retrieved from a Library database


For more information, go to the following web site: